Product features

Quality Materials
Philmac threaded fittings are manufactured from high quality polypropylene that ensures strong connections for many years. The material also has a high degree of UV resistance to ensure long term performance even in direct sunlight.

Reliable, high quality threads
Philmac threaded fittings are manufactured in accordance to the company’s ISO9001 quality endorsed standard. When using a Philmac BSP threaded fitting you can be sure the thread is to standard and will work everytime.

Hexagonal Design
Smart hexagonal design makes the fittings compatible with tools and ensures that Philmac BSP threaded fittings are extremely easy to install.

Wide Range
Philmac threaded fittings are available in sizes up to 4” and also in the full range of configurations.

For more information please contact your local Philmac dealer or visit philmac.com.au
Threaded Fittings

Premium quality Polypropylene threaded fittings from ½” to 2”

Philmac’s robust threaded fittings provide precision BSP tapered threads that have been engineered to maximize sealing performance.

The versatile range is made from high performance, UV resistant polypropylene that does not absorb moisture. Installation is quick, simple and reliable every time. Sizes from ½” to 2” have WaterMark approval meaning they are suitable for plumbing applications. What’s more, all sizes are potable water (AS/NZ 4020) approved.

Philmac’s threaded fittings provide maximum versatility, delivering a high performance connection across a wide range of pressure ratings and chemical combinations*. The hexagonal body makes them extremely simple to install.

Philmac threaded fittings are suitable for working pressures up to PN16 (1600 kPa, 235 psi) for sizes up to 2”, PN12 (1200 kPa, 175 psi) for 2-1/2” and PN10 (1000 kPa, 145 psi) for 3” and 4” sized fittings.

* Talk to Philmac for specific information on chemical resistance.